In 1935, Erdős and Szekeres proved that (m − 1)(k − 1) + 1 is the minimum number of points in the plane which definitely contain an increasing subset of m points or a decreasing subset of k points (as ordered by their x-coordinates). We consider their result from an on-line game perspective: Let points be determined one by one by player A first determining the x-coordinate and then player B determining the y-coordinate. What is the minimum number of points such that player A can force an increasing subset of m points or a decreasing subset of k points? We introduce this as the Erdős-Szekeres on-line number and denote it by ESO(m, k). We observe that ESO(m, k) < (m − 1)(k − 1) + 1 for m, k ≥ 3, provide a general lower bound for ESO(m, k), and determine ESO(m, 3) up to an additive constant.
Introduction
In [1] , Erdős and Szekeres proved that (m − 1)(k − 1) + 1 is the minimum number of points in the plane (ordered by their x-coordinates) that guarantees an increasing (in terms of ycoordinates) subset of m points or a decreasing subset of k points. We refer to this number as the Erdős-Szekeres number and denote it by ES(m, k). Their theorem has since seen several proofs, as well as related results with random or algorithmic themes (see [5] ).
"On-line" refers to a process in which an entire structure is not known, and instead decisions must be made with limited information. On-line graph coloring was most notably developed in [2] by Gyarfás and Lehel; for more developments which have sprung from this topic, we refer the reader to [3, 4] . We consider the question of Erdős and Szekeres in an on-line setting with the following game: Let points be determined one by one with player A first determining the x-coordinate and then player B determining the y-coordinate. The question we want to answer is the following. What is the minimum number of points such that player A can force an increasing subset of m points or a decreasing subset of k points? We refer to this number as the Erdős-Szekeres on-line number and denote it by ESO(m, k).
In Section 2 we introduce necessary definitions, a table of small results, and prove the following weak but general upper bound: Theorem 1. ESO(m, k) ≤ (m − 1)(k − 1) for all m, k ≥ 3.
If both players are playing uniformly at random, it is not difficult to see that the game for m = k typically ends after about 1 2 m 2 turns. Considering random play often gives good intuition for bounds in deterministic play, and this random intuition would suggest that the bound in Theorem 1 is off by a factor 2.
We establish such a lower bound for the Erdős-Szekeres on-line number in Section 3:
Notice the unusual behavior of this bound depending on the parity of k. We achieve this lower bound by considering a related game which restricts the choices for player B. For this related game, we show that the leading term in Theorem 2 is correct for every fixed k, and the dependence on the parity of k can be seen in the proof. In fact, we conjecture that this leading term is correct for the original game as well. For the values k = 1 and k = 2, it is trivial to determine ESO(m, k). The first interesting value is k = 3. We find evidence for our conjecture by providing strategies for player A (Section 4) and player B (Section 5), obtaining the following result. Finally, we mention some variations of this on-line game in Section 6.
Preliminary Definitions and Observations
We begin with a formal definition of the Erdős-Szekeres on-line number. Definition 2.1. x(p), y(p), Up-runs and down-runs. Given a point p ∈ R 2 , we denote the x-coordinate of p by x(p) and the y-coordinate by y(p). When we denote a set of points by p 1 , . . . , p n , we assume that x(p i ) < x(p i+1 ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Consider a set of points C = {p 1 , . . . , p n }. If y(p i ) ≤ y(p i+1 ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, then we say that C is an n-up-run, or simply an up-run. If y(p i ) > y(p i+1 ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, then we say that C is an n-down-run, or simply a down-run. The set {r, t, w} is a 3-up-run, and the set {s, t, u, v} is a 4-down-run.
when after some turn there is either an m-up-run or a k-down-run. Let player A have the objective of ending the game in the fewest number of turns, and player B in the greatest number of turns. We denote by ESO(m, k) the number of turns a game of A m,k will take when both players play optimally, which we call the Erdős-Szekeres on-line number. Clearly, ESO(m, k) ≥ min{m, k}. Note that in an optimal strategy, neither player needs to repeat a previously played x-or y-value; when providing a strategy for one player, we will assume that the opposing player does not repeat a value already chosen. By reflecting any instance of A m,k about the line x = 1 2 , we also see that ESO(m, k) = ESO(k, m). Hence we assume that m ≥ k unless otherwise noted.
Observe that, after the first turn, player B always has a choice which will not increase the length of a longest up-run. To see this, without loss of generality assume that there is a point p immediately to the right of the x-value player A has chosen. Then player B can choose y(p) + ε for a sufficiently small, positive ε such that p and the new point are interchangeable in any up-run containing one of them. Similarly, player B always has a choice which will not increase the length of a longest down-run. Thus ESO(m, k) is strictly increasing in both m and k when m, k ≥ 2.
We also have ESO(m, k) ≤ ES(m, k) and thus by the theorem of Erdős and Szekeres [1] we know that ESO(m, k) ≤ (m − 1)(k − 1) + 1. It is clear that ESO(m, k) = ES(m, k) when k ∈ {1, 2}, but on the other hand it is easy (and perhaps a fun exercise for the reader) to show that ESO(3, 3) = 4 < ES(3, 3) = 5. In fact, equality holds only for k ≤ 2. We prove this after some preliminary definitions: Definition 2.3. Quadrants of a point. Let P be a point set in (0, 1) × (0, 1) and let p ′ ∈ P. Then the north-east quadrant of p ′ is NE(p ′ ) = {p ∈ P : With these definitions, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Our proof is an adaptation of Seidenberg's proof that ES(n, n) ≤ (n − 1) 2 + 1 (see [5] ).
Proof. Assume P is a set of (m − 1)(k − 1) − 1 points that have already been played. If P contains an m-up-run or a k-down-run, then we are done; so suppose otherwise.
Label each point p ∈ P with (i, j), where i is the length of the longest up-run in P with p as its left-most point and j is the length of the longest down-run in P with p as its left-most point. Since there are no m-up-runs and no k-down-runs, the set of labels of P is a subset of
Observe that each of the labels are distinct as for any points p, q with x(p) < x(q), either the first coordinate of q's label is larger than the first coordinate of p's label or the second coordinate of q's label is larger than the second coordinate of p's label. Hence only one element
is missing as a label.
Case 1:
The missing label is not (m − 1, k − 1). Then there is some point q that is the left-most point of both an (m − 1)-up-run and a (k − 1)-down-run. If player A plays to the left of q, then player B will choose a y-value that results in either an m-up-run or a k-down-run.
Case 2: The missing label is (m − 1, k − 1). Then there is some point q that is labeled with (1, 1). Now let P ↑ = {p ∈ P : NE(p) = ∅}. Observe that P ↑ is the set of points whose labels have "1" in the first coordinate. Since (m − 1, k − 1) is the only missing label, the set of labels of points in P ↑ is {(1, j)} k−1 j=1 . Hence |P ↑ | = k − 1. Also observe that no two points from P ↑ form a 2-up-run and thus P ↑ is a (k − 1)-down-run with q as the right-most point. Making similar observations about the set P ↓ = {p ∈ P : SE(p) = ∅} shows that P ↓ is an (m − 1)-up-run with q as the right-most point. If player A plays to the right of q, then player B will choose a y-value that results in either an m-up-run or a k-down-run.
Although Theorem 1 establishes that this on-line number of the Erdős-Szekeres problem is distinct from their classical result when m, k ≥ 3, it does not provide a precise sense of what ESO(m, k) is in general. In addition to the degenerate cases, we list some small results obtained via dynamic programming 1 in Table 1 . In this section, we study a closely related game B m,k (for k ≥ 2). The game is precisely the same as A m,k , except that player B is always restricted to choose from the set {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} (referred to as tiers). Note that a k-down-run is impossible in this game, and hence player A's objective is to force an m-up-run while player B's is to avoid one. Call the minimum number of moves in which player A can force a win in this game B(m, k). Player B can use a strategy from this game to play the previous game A m,k . Therefore, ESO(m, k) ≥ B(m, k) for all m and k. Hence Theorem 2 is corollary to Proposition 3.4.
For the game B m,k , we will use a few more terms.
At any point during the game, we denote by L x the set of points p to the left of x, i.e. x(p) < x. Similarly, we denote by R x the set of points to the right of x. Two x-values x 1 and
To say that points p 1 and p 2 are separated is to say that x(p 1 ) and x(p 2 ) are separated.
Proposition 3.2.
Proof. We describe a strategy for player A. Player A always chooses an x-valuex such that the y-values of points in Lx are all at most k 2 , and the y-values of points in Rx are all greater than k 2 . By following this strategy from the first turn, player A will always be able to choose such anx. Let ℓ be the size of a longest up-run with y-values at most 
Proof. We describe a strategy for player B. At every step, in response to player A choosingx, player B plays any value in {1, . . . , k−1} such that any other point in the same tier is separated fromx by at least
points p i such that p i+1 is in the same tier. Since points in the same tier must be separated by at least
By avoiding the bottom tiers when player A chooses an x-value to the far left and avoiding the top tiers when player A chooses an x-value to the far right, player B can adjust the strategy given above to guarantee a few more points.
Proof. We describe a strategy for player B. First assume that k is even. Suppose player A choosesx. Now, let c = max{1, 
total points. The above expression is minimized when y(p m ) − y(p 1 ) = k − 2, which means that at least
points have been played. If k is odd, then player B can use the strategy for k − 1 (by never choosing the top tier) to obtain the claimed bound.
Establishing an Upper Bound for ESO(m, 3)
We provide an upper bound for ESO(m, 3) by describing a strategy for player A. This strategy (see Definition 4.7) will assess the state of the game and decide which of several strategy "modes" to use at that time. We begin by defining some terms used throughout this section and the next, and then define the different strategy modes. We finish by analyzing the full strategy in Lemma 4.8. 
is a set of equivalent choices for player A's next turn, called a column. When we say that player A plays in a column (x(p i ), x(p i+1 )), we mean that player A chooses any x-value in (x(p i ), x(p i+1 )); for formality, without loss of generality we may assume that player A chooses the x-value
. Similarly, a row is an interval between consecutive y-values of P from which all choices that player B makes are equivalent given the state of the game.
A notch is a unit of measurement between columns or between rows with respect to a point and a subset of points. Let p ∈ P, let A ⊆ P, and letÃ = A ∪ {p}. Let p 1 , . . . , p s be an ordering ofÃ where p i = p. Consider the columns induced byÃ, say I j = (x(p j ), x(p j+1 )) for 0 ≤ j ≤ t. Then for each j < i, we say that the column I j is i − j − 1 notches left of p with respect to A, or simply i − j − 1 notches left of p if A is understood. For each j ≥ i, we say that the column I j is j − i notches right of p.
Similarly, we speak of rows being some number of notches above or below p (with respect to A). (See 2. If q extended S to be a longer up-run, then return to Step 1. Otherwise, q is above p r or below p ℓ ; increment t. If | NE(q) ∩ S| ≤ f t or | SW(q) ∩ S| ≤ f t , then exit the strategy mode now. Add q to W. Go to Step 3 if q is above p r and go to Step 4 if q is below p ℓ .
3. Letq = argmax p∈SE(q)∩S x(p) and redefine a x := x(q) and a y := y(q). Then update S and N by deleting (SW(q) ∪ {q}) ∩ S from S and adding these points to N . Return to
Step 1.
4. Letq = argmin p∈NW(q)∩S x(p) and redefine b x := x(q) and b y := y(q). Then update S and N by deleting (NE(q) ∪ {q}) ∩ S from S and adding these points to N . Return to
Step 1. We illustrate the f -Middling strategy mode in the Appendix.
Definition 4.3. Barb, "Playing the Barb" Strategy Mode
An (s, t)-barb, or simply barb, is a subset B = {w, z} · ∪ U · ∪ V ⊆ P such that w, z form a down-run, U and V are (possibly empty) s-and t-up-runs, respectively, and also x(w) < max u∈U x(u) < min v∈V x(v) < x(z) and max u∈U y(u) < y(z) < y(w) < min v∈V y(v). We say that w and z are the spikes of B, that U is the bottom wire of B, and that V is the top wire of B. If one of U or V is empty, we drop the appropriate inequality conditions and say that B is a half-barb. We say that player A plays the barb by doing the following:
1. Let a := max p∈U ∪{w} x(p) and b := min p∈V∪{z} x(p). Play in the column (a, b) with respect to B. Player B chooses a row, creating the new point q.
2. Assuming the game is not over, q is in the row zero notches above w or zero notches below z with respect to B. If the former, add q to V; if the latter, add q to U . Return to Step 1.
The following observation illustrates the usefulness of barbs for player A.
Observation 4.4. If a game of A m,3 is underway with an (s, t)-barb B, then the game will end after at most m − s − t more turns if player A plays the barb B.

Definition 4.5. "w-Barb" Strategy Mode
Suppose a game of A m,3 is underway with the point set P = U · ∪ {r 1 , q 1 } · ∪ V 1 such that B 1 = {r 1 , q 1 } ∪ V 1 is a half-barb with spikes r 1 , q 1 (where x(r 1 ) < x(q 1 )) and top wire V 1 , such that U = SW(r 1 ), and such that U is an up-run. Letr 1 = argmin p∈NW(q 1 )\{r 1 } y(p). The parameter w is given as a positive integer. As player A, do the following:
1. Let i be maximum such that B i has been defined; play in the column (x(r i ), x(r i )). Player B chooses a row, creating the new point q. Assuming the game is not over, we have y(q) < y(r i ). 3. Consider q i a lost point. Rename q to be q i+1 , define r i+1 := argmin p∈NW(q i+1 ) y(p), Proof. Since the game would end just as soon if a 3-down-run is formed, we may assume that the game ends once an m-up-run is formed. Observe that if the game ends after reaching Step 4, then the d + 1 points in NW(q) and the i points q 1 , . . . , q i are the only points not in the m-up-run containing V i ∪Û . Thus a total of m + d + i + 1 turns were taken. Since d + 1 ≤ w − i, at most m + w turns were taken.
If the game ends without ever reaching Step 4, then it is because V i ∪ U is an m-uprun containing all points except q 1 , . . . , q i , making a total of m + i turns taken. Now observe that for any 2 ≤ j < w we have | NW(q j ) \ NW(q j−1 )| ≥ w − j and also that Proof. Suppose the game has ended, again assuming that it was not because a 3-down-run was formed. We proceed by case analysis.
Suppose the game ended while still in Step 1. This means that each time t was incremented in the f -Middling strategy mode (say to j), at least f j + 2 points were added to N from S (SW(q) ∪ {q} or NE(q) ∪ {q}) and at least f j + 1 points were kept in S. Since there was no m-up-run at this time, we have
Since this is true for all j ∈ [t] but not for j = T (by Condition 1), we have t < T . Since the points played in the game were either in N ∪ S which now form an m-up-run or the t points in W, we have m + t points played. Thus at most m + T − 1 turns were taken.
It is also possible that the game ended while in Steps 2 and 3, specifically when the last pointq was played in the "former" case of Step 3. Again, the total number of points played is m+t. Observe that if Step 2 is reached, then t ≤ T . This is because t−1 i=1 (f i +2)+(f t−1 +1) < m, which cannot be true for t = T + 1 by Condition 1. Thus at most m + T turns were taken.
Finally, suppose the game ended while in Step 4. First note that all points played outside of (a x , b x ) × (a y , b y ) were played before reaching Step 2 and totaled |N | + |W|, where |W| = t − 1 because we exited the f -Middling strategy mode. 
2 for i ≤ T − 1 and by f i = 0 for i ≥ T . Observe that f satisfies Condition 2 from Lemma 4.8 by definition since the the first T − 1 terms are the maximum integers satisfying the inequality condition. To see that f satisfies Condition 1, it suffices to observe that
Applying T = ⌈ 3 6(m − 3)⌉ + 1 to Corollary 4.9 yields
Establishing a Tighter Lower Bound for ESO(m, 3)
To provide a lower bound for ESO(m, 3), we now give a strategy for player B. First, we provide some technical definitions.
given C, c, and d Consider a real number x ∈ (0, 1), an integer n, an up-run C with distinct y-values, and real numbers 0 ≤ c < d ≤ 1. We define h(x) to be a y-value such that c < y < d and such that C ∪ {(x, y)} is an up-run with distinct y-values. Let C = {p 1 , . . . , p t } and let p 0 = (0, 0) and p t+1 = (1, 1). Let j = max{i :
We define h ↑n (x) to be a y-value n notches above x, h(x) with respect to C such that c ≤ y < d. Let (a, b) be the row max{0, n} notches above x, h(x) with respect to C. If this row does not exist or if a ≥ d, then h ↑n (x) is undefined. Otherwise, we define h ↑n (x) = max c, a + min{b, d} 2 .
Let h ↓n (x) be defined similarly, but to be a y-value n notches below x, h(x) with respect to C such that c < y ≤ d. 
The definition of ϕ on (0, a) ∪ (b, 1) remains unchanged. Return to Step 1. (1) |C j | ≤ 2z j − 1 always for all j.
(2) If j < w and B j is defined when a <x < a ′ or b ′ <x < b, then |B j | ≤ w − j. Proof.
(1) Every turn, C i is newly defined or increases by at most one. If |C i | = 2z i − 1, then a ′′ = b ′′ and no more points can be added to C i . Once C j+1 is defined, the set C j never changes.
(2) Suppose without loss of generality that B j is defined when a <x < a ′ . Sincex < a ′ , all points in B j are to the right of q, and there is at least one point in SE(q) ∩ C in B j ′ for some j ′ < j. Since q was placed w − j + 1 notches above x, h(x) , we have
(3) Suppose without loss of generality that B j is defined when a ′ <x < a ′′ . Since a ′ <x, there may be some points in B j to the left of q; by (1) there are at most z j −1 of these. Together with the w−j +1 points in B j to the right of q, we have
by redefinition of a ′′ and b ′′ . We now proceed by induction on i. When i = 1, we must have a ′ < a ′′ or b ′′ < b ′ since a = a ′ = 0 and b ′ = b = 1. So suppose 2 ≤ i ≤ w and that |C j | ≥ z j for all j < i. Since the size of C i never decreases while i is constant, suppose that C i has just been defined in Step 5 after the point q has been played. If a ′ < x(q) < a ′′ or b ′′ < x(q) < b ′ , then we are done; suppose that a < x(q) < a ′ or b ′ < x(q) < b. Then by (2) we have
(5) It suffices to show that in Step 6, h ↑(w−i+1) (x) is defined for all a < x < a ′′ . If a < x < a ′ , then h ↑(w−i+1) (x) is defined if |C i | ≥ w − i. Since z j > w − j for all j, this follows from (4) . If a ′ < x < a ′′ , then h ↑(w−i+1) (x) is defined if | NE x, h(x) ∩ C i | ≥ w − i + 1. Since z j ≥ w − j + 1 for all j, this follows from the definition of a ′′ .
(6) We show that P can be partitioned into two up-runs C and i j=1 W j . Since ϕ is nondecreasing on W j when W j is defined and is not redefined on W j , each wastebin W j is an up-run. The use of c and d in the definitions of h ↑n (x) and h ↓n (x), including the fact that c < d always, guarantees that Proof. Suppose we are at the end of such a game. Then by Lemma 5.3(6) , there is some m-up-run U . Either U intersects some wastebin set W j , or else U = C.
Case 1: U intersects W j for some j ∈ [i − 1]. Let q j ∈ U ∩ W j . None of the points in NW(q j ) ∪ SE(q j ) ⊆ C can be in U ; by virtue of q j being added to W j , we know that | NW(q j ) ∪ SE(q j )| ≥ w − j + 1. Now, for each α ∈ [j − 1], select some q α ∈ W α and let p α = argmin p∈NW(qα)∪SE(qα) |x(p) − x(q α )|. From each pair {q α , p α }, at most one point can be in U . Observe that for each pair of sets W α , W α ′ with α, α ′ ∈ [i − 1], there is a pointp ∈ C such that x(q) < x(p) < x(q ′ ) or x(q ′ ) < x(p) < x(q) for all q ∈ W α and q ′ ∈ W α ′ . Hence p 1 , . . . , p j−1 are distinct points in C (not necessarily ordered by x-values), and none of them are in NW(q j ) ∪ SE(q j ). Thus there are at least j − 1 points in {q 1 , p 1 , . . . , q j−1 , p j−1 } that are not in U . Counting the m points in U and at least (w − j + 1) + (j − 1) points we know not to be in U , we have at least m + w points total. 6 Concluding Remarks t = 1, f t = 3
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0, x(9) × 0, y(9) 
